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the research community. Given their impact, addressing the challenges associated with this phenomenon is crucial. In this paper, we present a rigorous
methodology to identify a comprehensive set of existing Booters in the Internet.
Before presenting our methodology, we illustrate the benefits of a set of booters
on monitoring users from the Dutch NREN, SURFNet, from 2015 to 2017. Our
methodology relies on well-defined mechanisms to generate a Booter list, from
crawling suspect URLs to characterizing and classifying the collected URLs. The
list obtained using the methodology presented in this paper has a classification
accuracy of 95.5%, which is 10.5% better compared to previous work.

1

I N T RO DU CT ION

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks have become a daily concern for any service operating in today's Internet.
These attacks aim at overloading services and network infrastructures causing temporary degradation or even service
unavailability. As a consequence, targets of DDoS face millions of dollars in financial losses, reputation damage, and
legal actions.1 In the past, DDoS was typically performed by technically skilled people, but nowadays, anyone can hire
DDoS-as-a-service in the Internet through websites known as Booter or Stresser. Anyone without advanced technical skills
can perform sequential attacks towards any target in the Internet for as little as 5 USD.2 The convenience of DDoS-for-hire
helps to boost DDoS popularity as reflected by the constant growth of the phenomenon since 2011.3
The majority of Booter customers are teenagers that attack one another's residential connection to gain advantage in
online gaming4 ; and most attacks from Booters typically last up to 5 minutes and send traffic at rates up to 10 Gbps.5
Some Booter outliers, however, are able to deliver significantly more powerful attacks, eg, 100 Gbps,6 which can cause
serious problems on targets that lack proper defense. It is known that a large number of attacks are launched every day
from Booters, targeting essential services available online. Example of these events are 3 noticeable series of attacks that
occurred in recent years: (1) the multiple attacks preventing tens of millions of customers from connecting to Microsoft
Xbox Network, Sony PSN, Instagram, and Tinder for several hours7 ; (2) the attacks against a website of an American
police department, preventing citizens from registering crimes2 ; (3) the attack against the Dutch online service (DigID)
that stores sensitive information of more than 10 million citizens.8
While the Booter phenomenon has been extensively reported by the media and security specialists in blog posts, it has
until now been only marginally addressed by the research community. For example, when asked for booter, stresser, and
DDoS-for-hire, Google Scholar lists works from 3 research groups only, detailed in Section 7; and most of the available
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literature is limited to the investigation of a handful of well-known Booters, ignoring the other hundreds of Booters that
exist. We had the hypothesis in Pras et al9 that since Booters use very similar techniques to perform attacks,5 in theory,
they all have the potential to become a big threat for the Internet. One important evidence to prove this hypothesis was
reported by Akamai10 that affirmed that Booters are responsible for the majority of mega attacks (ie, attacks that exceeded
100 Gbps) against their clients.
The mitigation of the Booters phenomenon is still a big open challenge, and blacklist is a promising approach to address
this problem. Previous work11 has shown that blacklist is an effective solution to mitigate spam-related problems by classifying spam services, using a set of specific characteristics of websites that offer spam as a service. We believe that such
approach is also relevant to the Booters context: Booters websites share common characteristics that can be used towards
their classification and further generation of Booter blacklists. These blacklists can be used in mitigation strategies, such
as for the identification of accesses to Booters from within a network and forecast of potential upcoming attacks. In Section
2, we demonstrate the benefits of a Booter blacklist on detecting users that access booters. In this section, we present the
observations of SURFnet (the Dutch NREN) while monitoring users accessing Booters from their network, since 2015.
After demonstrating the value of a Booter blacklist, we introduce our methodology to generate such list. Our methodology consists of 3 steps. We first collect an extensive list of suspect websites in the Internet using a crawler that we
implemented (Section 4). Then we scrape and analyze these suspect websites based on 15 characteristics (Section 5).
The results of this analysis are finally used to classify whether the suspect website is an actual Booter (Section 6). The
blacklist resulted from our methodology contains 435 Booters, and it is publicly available at http://booterblacklist.com/.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the most comprehensive list of Booters publicly available. Although we update
this list on a monthly basis, anyone can create a list of Booters by simply following our methodology (available at
http://github.com/jjsantanna/Booter-black-List).
Our scientific contribution is the investigation of 8 well-established classification methods to design a methodology
for Booter blacklist generation. We strongly believe that before proposing something completely new, it is important to
look at other domain areas to find solutions for open problems; and in this case, this approach worked very well. We also
propose a new machine-learning algorithm to improve the result of the other well-established methods. Note that in this
paper, we extend our previous work in Chromik et al,12 in which we introduced a straightforward classification heuristic
based on 9 characteristics to generate Booter blacklists.
In addition to the direct contributions described above, we aim with this work to raise awareness in the research community and among network operators about the challenges and open issues that still have to be addressed for the mitigation
of Booters and their operations.

2

BOOTER LIST U SAGE

In this section, we present a use case to motivate the generation of a comprehensive booter list. Using the methodology described in the remaining of this paper, we periodically create updated lists of Booters openly shared at the Booter
Blacklist initiative: http://booterblacklist.com/. We would like to highlight that, currently, the list contains both online
and offline Booter websites. While the online Booters can be automatically used for monitoring and blacklisting purpose, the offline Booters can be used for historical analysis of their Market, for example. All the URLs on this list were
manually tested to guarantee 100% true positive. When a URL pointed to something different from a Booter Website, we
used the Way Back Machine initiative (at http://www.waybackmachine.org) to validate it veracity. This initiative stores
screenshots of the majority of websites in the Internet, since 2001.
In this section, we analyze data related to (attempt of) accesses to Booters. The dataset provided by the Dutch NREN
(SURFnet) consists of DNS requests originated from within the networks they manage, and DNS responses related to
domain names listed in the Booter Blacklist. Our analysis focus on the overall behavior of SURFnet clients that access
Booters and, therefore, we only look at DNS requests. The data have been sent to us weekly since June 2015, and SURFnet
anonymizes IP addresses of their clients with a SHA-256 encryption algorithm. We analyze a total of 646 days worth
of monitoring data (from June 19, 2015, to March 27, 2017), containing 132 335 records and 605 distinct users (ie, IP
addresses). The data provided to us by SURFnet cannot be made public; however, our source codes for data analysis are
openly available at https://github.com/jjsantanna/booterblacklist_use_cases.
The top graph in Figure 1 shows the number of requests to Booter domain names from SURFnet clients. The lowest
amount of queries has been seen during the third quarter both in 2015 and 2016, which was likely caused by the vacations
period (SURFnet is a NREN). Another observation is that the overall number of queries has decreased from Q3/2015 to
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FIGURE 1 Analysis per quarter of year

Q1/2017. A possible explanation is the reduction on the number of “new users” for Booters, ie, IP addresses accessing
Booters for the first time. The center graph in Figure 1 shows that while the number of recurrent users (yellow columns)
remains roughly the same—with small fluctuations between 68 and 89 users across quarters—the total number of users
(green columns) has decreased over time, indicating a reduction on the number of IP addresses accessing Booters for the
first time.
Another fact that might have contributed to the reduced number of accesses to Booters is the reduced number of available Booters, as the bottom graph of Figure 1 shows. There is a clear relation between the numbers in the top and bottom
graphs of Figure 1. The Booter Blacklist used by SURFnet lists 435 Booters (from which 115 are currently online). Based
on the numbers of distinct accessed Booters in the bottom graph, we can conclude that users only access a fraction of the
available Booters.
Figure 2 shows for each quarter the cumulative distribution of the number of queries that Booters received. We can
clearly see that the “long tail” of the distribution decreases over time, being the Q1/2016 the longest one. Although the tail
is reduced, the Booters at the tail are mostly the same, namely, booter.xyz and mostwantedhf.info. The reduced number
of accesses to Booters is also visible in Figure 2: While 80% of Booters received 37 queries or less in Q3/2015, in Q1/2016,
80% of Booters accounted for 62 queries or less each and, in Q1/2017, for only 27 queries or less each.
Figure 3 shows the top 10 most accessed Booters for each quarter. We see that many Booters are always present in the top
10: booter.xyz, mostwantedhf.info, quezstresser.com, ipstresser.com, and vbooter.org. Some other Booters have appeared
and remained among the top 10 more recently (eg, ragebooter.net and networstresser.com), suggesting that these have
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FIGURE 2 CDF of queries to distinct Booters per quarter of year (using the same scale)

FIGURE 3 Top 10 most accessed Booters per quarter of year (using same scale)

apparently become a preference among users. Note that from all these Booters listed among the top 10 over time, only
inboot.me is not available anymore—it disappeared from our logs after Q3/2016; also, to the best of our knowledge, none
of these Booters have undergone mitigation actions.
Figure 4 shows the cumulative distribution of requests to Booters by distinct SURFnet users (IP addresses). The distribution “long tail” observed in all quarters, except Q3/2016, shows that some few users perform many more requests to
Booter domain names than others. The median of number of requests is quite stable across quarters, with half of users
generating up to 5 requests each. We believe that those users accessing Booters only few times are simply curious. Those
at the tail of the distribution, however, are likely to be regular clients of “services” provided by Booters.
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FIGURE 4 CDF of queries performed by users

FIGURE 5 Number of access of SURFnet users to Booters

Figure 5 shows the number of queries to Booter domain names as sent by 38 users that accessed Booters during the week
between March 19, 2017, and March 25, 2017. In this figure, each symbol represents an individual user (without the need
for individual identification—besides the dataset is anonymized). Some of these users (cyan hexagon, cyan triangle, and
purple pentagon) performed more accesses than the commonest median of accesses as showed in Figure 2 (ie, 5 accesses).
This analysis clearly identifies those users that should perhaps be closely monitored, to prevent them from becoming
cybercriminals and, consequently, reducing the number of DDoS occurrences.
The analysis we present in this section helps identify popular Booters, which are likely to be those launching most DDoS
attacks among Booters and setting a priority order for mitigation actions. Analysis on users behavior concerning accesses
to Booters provides supporting information for organizations, such as SURFnet, to take preventive actions. Such actions
are in line with EUROPOL operation named Tarpit, which aims at raising awareness about the illegal character of DDoS
attacks and Booters.13
The Dutch police took part in the Tarpit operation and approached users that performed DDoS attacks from Booters.14
The list of Booters used in our work helps the Dutch police identify users that accessed Booters; and such information could be further correlated with (leaked) Booter databased containing records of users that hired DDoS attacks. As
expected, not all accesses to Booters result in the hiring and launching of an attack. For example, as reported in Krebs,15
while online and operational, the vdos-s.com Booter launched more than 170 thousand attacks hired by its users; however,
none of the 67 SURFnet users that accessed this Booter had a registered purchase in the leaked database of vdos.com.
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FIGURE 6 Elements and open questions for the development of our methodology

Finally, besides monitoring users from within a network, the Booter Blacklist can be used to identify third party organizations that are (in)directly involved with Booters. In Santanna et al,16 a list of Booters is used to identify different
types of organizations involved with Booters, from Web hosting to payment system and DNS-related operations; all these
organizations could play an important role in mitigation strategies against Booters.

3

METHODOLOGY FOR BOOT ER LIST G ENERATION

After presenting the benefits that a Booter list can pose (in Section 2), in this section, we describe our methodology for
automatic generation of a comprehensive and accurate booter Website list. We define 3 main requirements for our method
of creating a list of Booters: automatic, comprehensive, and accurate. Being automatic has the reason on the dynamicity of
the Booter phenomenon. Often, new Booters appear and others disappear, and a manual strategy for Booter list generation
would not be suitable. The comprehensiveness is required to enable understanding how broad is the booter phenomenon.
The third requirement, accurate, is critical because we do not want any non-Booter website to suffer investigation or
mitigation on account of our listing method.
To meet those 3 requirements, 3 elements are needed: (1) a crawler, (2) a scraper, and (3) a classifier. The crawler is
responsible for collecting URLs that are suspected to be an actual Booter website. The scraper, in turn, collects detailed
information on the list of suspected URLs. Finally, the classifier analyzes the characteristics of suspected URLs to categorize whether they point to a Booter Websites or not. Each one of these 3 elements has specific open questions that
we address in the remaining of this paper. Figure 6 shows the elements and open questions for the development of our
methodology.
While the comprehensiveness requirement is connected to the crawler, accuracy is related to the scraper and the classifier. To meet comprehensiveness, the crawler must be able to retrieve information from a consistent source of information.
In addition to the source of information, the crawler must receive a coherent set of keywords to search for the source of
information.
In the first step to meet accuracy in the generation of a Booter list, the scrapper must retrieve, from the suspected URLs,
the characteristics that define a typical Booter Website, instead of any generic website. The second step is definite; the
best algorithm for Booter website classification. There are many algorithms for website classification. We target finding
an algorithm that classifies Booters and non-Booter websites based on the set of characteristics collected by the scraper.
Finally, the third step to meet the accuracy requirement is to investigate the usage of weights applied to Booter characteristics. In the literature, weighted approaches improve the accuracy of website classification. We, therefore, would like to
know if this situation holds for Booter website classification too.
In the next section, we identify the sources of information and the keywords that enable us to collect URLs suspected
of being Booter websites. Afterwards, in Section 5, we describe the characteristics that we use to define actual Booter
websites. We use these characteristics, in Section 6, to analyze classification approaches and determine which fits best
into our objective function for Booter website classification.

4

CRAWLER: LISTING SUSPECT BOOTERS URLS

The first step of our methodology for generating a blacklist of Booters consists in collecting a list of URLs from suspect
websites. To do so, we developed a crawler that retrieves URLs mainly from search engines using 3 keywords relevant to
Booters: booter, stresser, and ddoser. Our choice for these 3 keywords derives from the dictionary of keywords used in our
previous work.12 Although the additional keywords ddos-for-hire and ddos-as-a-service were also used in previous work,
we observed that all URLs identified by these 2 keywords were also associated with at least 1 of the 3 other keywords.
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Our crawler scrapes results of the Google search engine as the main source for suspect URLs. Using the aforementioned
keywords, our crawler is able to retrieve around 800 suspect URLs per search term. This number is a limitation of the
maximum number of results per search as fixed by the Google engine. The obtained result is a significant improvement
when compared to previous work12 that was able to retrieve around 370 suspect URLs using the Google search API. In
addition to Google search engine, our crawler looks for suspect URLs in the description of around 500 videos returned
from searches on YouTube using the same keywords, and also at millions of posts in the server stress testing (SST) section
of the forum http://hackerforums.net/. The total number of distinct URLs collected by our crawler (considering Google
search engine, Youtube, and hackerforums.net) was 928, which is used in the remainder of this paper.
We would like to highlight there that although the SST section of hackerforums.net was a very useful source of information, it is no longer available.17 The website booterhub.com was recently created by the hacker community as the explicit
substitute version of hackerforums.net SST section. Following these changes, we have adapted our code to be able to
retrieve information from this website. However, this is not included in this paper.
Additional sources for searches and keywords could lead to larger lists of suspect URLs than those returned by our
crawler. For example, we tested search engines that work only for websites reachable by The Onion Router (TOR) network.
The content in this network is not public (ie, reachable, for example, by Google search) but an overlay network that enables
anonymous communication. For TOR network, we crawled the results from ahmia.fi and torsearch.es. However, the few
URLs returned from this analysis consisted of a subset of those also identified from the analysis of the hackerforums.net
posts. In contrast to Youtube and hackerforums.net, search engines for TOR returned duplicated results only, and it was
therefore decided not to include them in the set of sources of information used by the proposed crawler. Our experience
suggests that extra suspect URLs are likely to be either duplicates or false positives (not a Booter).
The comprehensiveness and relevance of the list of suspect URLs retrieved by our crawler are features that make it more
efficient than simply using existing crawler APIs (a list of public APIs can be found at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Web_crawler). The source code of our crawler is available at https://github.com/jjsantanna/Booter-black-List.

5

SCRAPPER: CO LLECTING URL INFORMATION

The second step of our methodology for generating a blacklist of Booters consists of acquiring information of each URLs
collected by the crawler (described in the previous section). We combine the most relevant set of characteristics found in
the general literature of website classification. In contrast to the previous approaches, however, we take all of them into
account, which provide more information to use by the classifier (described in the next section). Our set is composed
of 15 characteristics, which include the 7 most relevant characteristics proposed in Chromik et al12 and 8 coming from
multiple works. From Chromik et al,12 we use the following characteristics:
P1. Number of pages: the total number of internal pages in the website;
P2. Time span: the time span of the domain name since its registration;
P3. DDoS Protection Service (DPS) subscription: determines if the suspect Booter website subscribes to DDoS
protection services offered by third-party companies;
P4. WHOIS private: determines if sensitive information of a domain name (eg, contact name, address, and e-mail) is
retrievable or not using WHOIS protocol;
P5. URL type: defined by the website's landing page, it indicates if the URL of the landing page is the suspect URL itself,
or if it is nested within another website, or even within a subdomain of another general high-level domain;
P6. Depth level: indicates the maximum amount of inbound hyperlinks to reach any internal page within the website;
P7. Terms of services page: indicates whether the website contains a page disclaiming the rules to use the service.
The other 8 characteristics we use and their respective source are the following:
A1.
A2.
A3.
A4.
A5.

Outbound hyperlinks18 : indicates the amount of outbound hyperlinks (pointing to other domains);
Alexa rank19 : the website rank within Alexa worldwide ranking (http://alexa.com);
Content size20 : number of words of the visible content in the landing page;
URL length20 : the number of characters in the URL excluding the domain name;
Domain expiration time21 : time span between the current date and the expected expiration date for the URL's
domain name;
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A6. Content dictionary21 : defined by the ratio between the number of matching words to our defined keywords (Section
4) and the content size;
A7. Login-form depth level22 : number of links required to reach the login form (every Booter website contains a login
form);
A8. Resolver indication23 : determines whether a website has a service that reveals IP addresses of target systems based
on, eg, the domain name, a Skype account, or an online game account.
To determine the relevance of each of the 15 characteristics, we use a list of the 928 suspect URLs collected using our
crawler (described in the previous section). From a manual analysis, we identified 113 URLs from this list as being actual
Booters. Although very fastidious, manually performing the classification is essential to guarantee the quality of our
training dataset (as ground truth). We then scrape each of the Booter URLs collecting data related to each characteristic
of interest.
Finally, we determine the characteristic relevance using the odds-ratio metric,24 commonly used to define weights of
characteristics between 2 different elements. Odds ratio is defined as the ratio of the odds of an event occurring in the
positive class (booter) to the odds of it occurring in the negative class (not booter). An odds ratio of 1 indicates that a feature
is equally useful in identification of both classes. An odds ratio greater than 1 implies that the corresponding feature is
more useful in identifying the positive class. We use the odds-ratio metric to find characteristics that are more likely to
be related to Booters than to other websites. For example, consider a list of 100 suspect URLs from which 40 are actual
Booters; 35 of these Booters have a terms of service (ToS) page that only 12 of non-Booter websites have. The higher ratio
(7 ∶ 1) of ToS presence in Booter websites compared to the lower ratio (0.25 ∶ 1) in other websites indicates that the ToS
page is a characteristic more relevant to Booters. For this example, the final value of odds ratio for ToS page is 28 (7∕0.25).
Table 1 shows the relevance values for the 15 characteristics used to determine whether a suspect URL is a Booter website. The values in the left half are the average results of scrapped values and the normalized values for each characteristic.
Normalization is important because of the different scales between the characteristics. The right half shows the odds ratio
and respective normalized values. The last column indicates the order of the characteristics, from the most important
(highest normalized odds ratio) to the least important (lowest). From the normalized odds ratio, we observe that characteristics from Chromik et al,12 Table 1, and those from other sources intercalate in terms of relevance. Therefore, we use
all the 15 characteristics in the classification approach (Section 6).
The source code of our scraper was merged with the crawler for optimization purposes. It was intended to collect the
information of each URL each time a URL is found. The source code is available at https://github.com/jjsantanna/
Booter-black-List. Note that Booters can potentially change their characteristics. However, these changes can be easily
taken into account as the source code is available and any modification straightforwards.

TABLE 1 Relevance of each of the 15 characteristics using a dataset of 928 URLs (113 Booters)
ID

Description

Booters

Non-Booters

Normalized values
Booters
Non-Booters

Normalized
Odds ratio

Odds ratio

P1

Number of pages

7.88

981.75

0.93

0.23

40.97

1.00

A1

Outbound hyperlinks

0.41

14.10

0.84

0.19

22.83

0.56

P2

Domain age

395.96

3564.29

0.78

0.14

22.19

0.54

A2

Page rank

1.1 × 107

3.2 × 106

0.90

0.30

20.93

0.51

A3

Content size

127.00

679.08

0.70

0.16

12.26

0.30

P3

DPS subscription.

0.73

0.21

0.71

0.21

9.07

0.22

A4

URL length

24.93

53.65

0.36

0.07

7.00

0.17

P4

WHOIS private

0.73

0.28

0.71

0.29

5.98

0.15

P5

URL type

1.04

1.20

0.96

0.80

6.00

0.15

A5

Domain exp. time

310.93

812.22

0.90

0.61

5.77

0.14

P6

Depth level

0.92

1.75

0.87

0.57

5.03

0.12

A6

Content dictionary

0.039

0.014

0.49

0.24

3.00

0.07

A7

Login-form depth level

1.38

2.06

0.52

0.27

2.92

0.07

A8

Resolver indication

0.22

0.19

0.24

0.19

1.39

0.03

P7

Terms of services page

0.47

0.44

0.47

0.44

1.13

0.03
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CLASSIFIER: DETERMINING BOOTER WEBSITES

The final step of our methodology is the classification of the potential Booter websites found through the previous 2
steps (Sections 4 and 5). There are many well-established classification methods that can be used to classify Booter websites (eg, the ones proposed in previous studies25-27 ), but none of which can succeed in all the cases. In this section, we
evaluate the best classification method among 8 well-established. Firstly, (in Section 6.1), we describe metrics used to measure classification accuracy, which we then apply in our analysis (in Section 6.2) to define the best classification method
for Booters.

6.1

Classification accuracy metrics

The accuracy of a classification approach is measured in terms of successes and errors typically given in a confusion
matrix18 ; this matrix implies that a URL is classified in one of the following groups:
•
•
•
•

True positive (TP ): when a website is correctly classified as a Booter;
True negative (TN ): when a website is correctly classified as a non-Booter website;
False positive (FP ): when a non-Booter website is incorrectly classified as a Booter;
False negative (FN ): when a Booter website is incorrectly classified as a non-Booter website.
The classification success is defined by the Classification accuracy rate (CAR) given by
CAR = (TP + TN )∕n,

(1)

where n is the total number of tested websites. The misclassification (error) rate is given by the false positive error rate
(FPer ) and the false negative error rate (FNer ), which are given by
FPer = FP ∕n

(2)

FNer = FN ∕n,

(3)

and

respectively, where FP is the total number of false positives and FN the total false negatives.

6.2

Towards the best Booter classification method

To determine the best classification method for Booter websites, we analyze the 8 most used methods from the literature of website classification. Our goal is to define which of them provides the highest CAR. Five of these methods are
distance metrics: Euclidean distance,25 squared Euclidean distance,28 Manhattan distance,26 Fractional distance,29 and
Cosine distance.27 We include the k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN)27 and the Naive Bayes20 classification methods to our investigation. Finally, we propose a supervised machine learning algorithm to improve the results of the best method among
the previous described.
Based on the results reported in the literature (summarized in Table 2), we expect that Euclidean, and sqr Euclidean
distances will produce unsatisfactory classification rates for Booter websites as we use 15 characteristics (“n”) and these
2 metrics are “weak” when used with more than 3 characteristics. For the same reason, instead, Fractional distance,
k-Nearest Neighbors, and Naive Bayes are supposed to produce better results than the former 2 approaches, as presented
in Table 2. We also present in Table 2 the formulas that we use to calculate the distance metrics. The formulas for k-Nearest
Neighbors and Naive Bayes metrics were omitted. For more information, please access their respective references (also
presented in Table 2).
The distance metric methods aim at classifying a vector ⃗v, which contains a set of n dimensional features, based on
another vector p⃗ that contains a perfect set of features. When the distance between the 2 vectors is smaller than a predefined
threshold, the vector ⃗v is classified positively, otherwise negatively. Note that when using distance metric, the objective is
to meet the following objective function
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TABLE 2 List of classification approaches order by expected accuracy for more than 3 characteristics (n>3)
Classification approach

Manhattan distance

Formula
√
∑n
2
i=1 (ai − bi )
∑n
2
i=1 (ai − bi )
∑n
i=1 | ai − bi|

Cosine distance

√∑n i=1

Euclidean distance
Sqr Euclidean distance

Fractional distance

∑n

∑n

i=1

i=1

ai ×bi
∑
a2i × ni=1 b2i
1

(ai − bi)f ) f

Reference

n>3

Complexity

Efficiency

25,30

weak

low

high

28

week

low

high

25,26

medium

low

high

27

medium

low

high

25,29

strong

medium

high

strong

low

medium

strong

medium

high

k-Nearest Neighbors

–

27,31,32

Naive Bayes

–

19-21

{
FO (threshold) =

max CAR
min FPer |FPer ≤ FNer ,

(4)

where the “threshold” is such that vector ⃗v and p⃗ have the highest CAR and lowest FPer .
For our study on Booters, vector ⃗v is a new list of 465 suspect URLs and their respective 15 characteristics (collected
using Sections 4 and 5); vector p⃗ is our trained data that were acquired by analyzing the 15 characteristics of the 928 URLs
manually analyzed (previously presented in Table 1 column “Normalized values” of “Booters”), also showed bellow.
p⃗ =

[0.93, 0.84, 0.78, 0.90, 0.70, 0.71, 0.36, 0.71, 0.96, 0.90, 0.87, 0.49, 0.52, 0.24, 0.47]

(5)

To be able to calculate CAR, FPer , and FNer , we manually analyzed the 465 suspect URLs and observed that the set contains
140 Booters and 325 other websites. For the analysis of each one of the 5 distance metric methods, we vary the threshold
100 times from 0 to 1 (steps of 0.01). In this range of values, we guarantee that always will be at least one threshold that
satisfies the objective function, which occurs when the threshold is equal to one and FPer is always equal to zero. Then,
for each value of these 100 thresholds, we look at the resulting CAR, FPer , and FNer . The results of these 100 experiments
for each metric is presented in Table 3 (column “Unweighted”). Besides of that, in Table 3, we present the best values of
threshold (tfls), CAR, FPer , and FNer among all the 100 experiments.
Additionally, it is common that the use weights in the literature to compensate characteristic that have higher impact
when classifying elements in groups. Therefore, besides the unweighted approach for classification, we also adopted
a weighted methodology to check whether the addition of weights improve the classification rates. We decided to use
the odds ratio (described in Section 2) as initial weighting strategy. Therefore, we repeat the unweighted experiments
multiplying weights (ie, the “Normalized” values of the “Odds ratio” in Table 1) to vector p⃗ .
⃗ =
w

[1, 0.56, 0.54, 0.51, 0.30, 0.22, 0.17, 0.15, 0.15, 0.14, 0.12, 0.07, 0.07, 0.03, 0.03]

(6)

We perform this additional analysis to determine the gain in terms of accuracy of a weighted approach over an unweighted
one. The results of the weighted analyses are presented in the column “Weighted” of Table 3. In this table, we also present
the values of CAR, FPer , and FNer related to the best threshold (thld).
We observed in Table 3 that the variation of the threshold generates the same 2 patterns in all the classification methods.
The first pattern CAR increases with the threshold value. The second pattern CAR increases proportionally to the decrease
of FPer . Both patterns have an exception when FNer > 0. From this point, CAR has a turnaround and starts decreasing.
For this reason, in all the graphs, the value of threshold that best fits the objective function is right before FNer gets equal
to FPer (depicted in Table 3 as little circles).
We also observed in Table 3 that the weighted approaches achieve better results in all methods than the unweighted
ones. For example, the Cosine distance in the unweighted approach reaches the optimal threshold (0.78) for CAR, FPer and
FNer equal to, respectively 0.914, 0.049 and 0.037; and for the weighted approach the optimal threshold (0.95) is reached
with 0.944, 0.022 and 0.034.
Overall, among all the distance metrics, Manhattan achieves the best result for the unweighted approach, and Cosine
for the weighted (highlighted in Table 3 in bold text). Differently from the distance metrics, the inputs for the k-Nearest
Neighbors (k-NN) metric are defined using actual distance metrics. The k-NN requires an empirically value for k to decide
if a URL is a Booter depending whether the kth closest URLs (using a distance metric) are also Booters. For example, in a
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TABLE 3 CAR, FPer , and FNer generated for different distance metrics and different threshold values. The best approaches for the
weighted and unweighted approaches were Cosine and Manhattan, respectively
Unweighted

Manhattan dist.

Weigthed

Metric

Unweighted

Weighted

CAR
Thld
FPer
FNer

0.927
0.62
0.024
0.049

0.931
0.75
0.019
0.049

FNer
CAR
Thld
FPer

0.049
0.920
0.41
0.03

0.49
0.933
0.71
0.017

Fractional dist.

CAR
Thld
FPer
FNer

0.914
0.82
0.024
0.062

0.923
0.86
0.022
0.056

Cosine dist.

CAR
Thld
FPer
FNer

0.914
0.78
0.049
0.037

0.944
0.95
0.022
0.034

Sqr. Euclidean dist.

CAR
Thld
FPer
FNer

0.908
0.66
0.030
0.062

0.940
0.89
0.022
0.039

Euclidean dist.

hypothetical scenario, the k closest elements from the trained dataset to an input URL are Booters, then we consider this
URL as a Booter as well. Considering that the value of k is crucial to the classification rate, we varied k from 1 to 15 (steps
of 1) using each distance metric as input to k-NN and hoping that the k that gives the best value of CAR is lower than 15.
Table 4 shows the resulting CAR when using Manhattan, Cosine, and Fractional distances. While the former 2 methods
performed better in the previous analysis, the latter achieved the best result of CAR using k-NN. For clarity, the other
methods are not presented. Our choice of the values of k was judicious given that the best CAR for all metrics has the
value 10, which is smaller than 15. Note, however, that even the best result of k-NN (considering the Fractional distance,
k = 10, CAR = 91%, FPer = 0.073, and FNer = 0.017) does not reach the accuracy of the best metric till this point (ie,
Weighted cosine distance, CAR = 94.4%).
Moving forward on defining the best metric for classifying Booter websites, we analyse Naive Bayes. We decided to investigate this metric given it is promising for classifying groups with multiple characteristics (>3), as presented in Table 2.
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TABLE 4 CAR variation for the Manhattan, Cosine, and Fractional distance together with k-NN
Unweighted

Weigthed

Metric

Unweighted

CAR
k
FPer
FNer

90k-NN.

0.910
10
0.073
0.017

Weighted

0.914
10
0.060
0.026

TABLE 5 Probability of likelihood of each characteristic given outcome X
Characteristic

X = Booter

X=non-Booter

P(Number of pages / X)

0.97

0.23

P(URL type / X)

0.93

0.80

P(Average depth level / X)

0.94

0.67

P(Average URL length / X)

0.37

0.06

P(Domain age / X)

0.89

0.14

P(Domain res. duration / X)

0.89

0.62

P(WHOIS private / X)

0.38

0.28

P(DPS / X)

0.72

0.18

P(Page rank / X)

0.85

0.35

P(Average content size / X)

0.74

0.16

P(Outbound hyperlinks / X)

0.92

0.20

P(Category-specific dict. / X)

0.52

0.19

P(Resolver indication / X)

0.22

0.19

P(Terms of services page / X)

0.44

0.36

P(Login-form depth level / X)

0.82

0.66

TABLE 6 Prior probabilities or base rates
Outcome

Base Rate

P(Booter)

0.1001

P(non-Booter)

0.8999

To analyze this probabilistic approach (instead of distance approach), no threshold parameter is required. This method is
entirely dependent on the calculated probabilities of the training dataset (928 URLs). The Naive Bayes classification metric assumes all individual characteristics into be binary, ie, a feature is either true or false. As some of the Booter website
characteristics are decimal values in the unit interval, we first have to transform these to their binary equivalents before
calculating the individual probabilities. This transformation is accomplished by converting all decimal valued metrics of
value higher or equal to 0.5 to 1.0 and, similarly, the other way around. For instance, if we take a normalized number of
pages characteristic score of 0.72, which is equal or higher than 0.5, we convert this score to 1.0. Given the whole training
dataset of binary characteristic values, we can calculate all individual characteristic probabilities as resulted in Table 5.
Furthermore, Booters and non-Booters are not evenly distributed in the training dataset. Therefore, we calculate the
probabilities of any random feature vector being either a Booter or a non-Booter website. We calculate these prior probabilities by dividing the samples of a given outcome by the total number of samples as shown in Table 6. From all the
probabilities in Tables 5 and 6, we determine the CAR, FPer, and FNer as presented in Table 7. Note, however, that the
results using the Naive Bayes approach (CAR = 91.8%, FPer = 0.049, and FNer = 0.032) do not reach the weighted cosine
distance approach (CAR = 94.4%).
As presented in Tables 3, 4, and 7, up to this point, the metrics that provided best results were the weighted approaches
of Cosine distance (CAR = 94.4%), followed by Sqr Euclidean distance (CAR = 94.0%), Euclidean distance (CAR = 93.3%),
Manhattan distance (CAR = 93.1%), Fractional distance (CAR = 92.3%), Naive Bayes (CAR = 91.8%), and k-NN (CAR =
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TABLE 7 Naive Bayes classification accuracy
Naive Bayes

Metric

Unweighted

Weighted

CAR

0.912

0.918

FPer

0.056

0.049

FNer

0.032

0.032

91.4%). All of them used the same weights; therefore, we consider that changing weights will keep the exact same order
of approaches performance. We then decided to further improve the performance of the best metric (Cosine distance).
We propose a machine learning algorithm in Algorithm 1.

The main goal of the algorithm is to update weights towards an optimal weight vector. The inputs are the vectors ⃗v
⃗ to calculate the original CAR, FPer , and FNer . The values of vector w
⃗ are the
and p⃗ , which are multiplied by the vector w
“normalized values” of the “odds ratio” in Table 1. At each algorithm interaction, the weights are multiplied by a random
number within a Gaussian function with mean 𝜇 = 0.5 and standard deviation 𝜎 = 0.5, generating a new weight vector
⃗ ′ (line 4). The values of 𝜇 and 𝜎 are set in such a way to force the new vector w
⃗ ′ to stay in the interval [0, 1], which is
w
⃗ After generating w
⃗ ′ , the new values of CAR, FPer , and FNer are computed based
the interval of the original weights w.
on Cosine distance (line 6). Then CAR assumes CAR' if a better value is found. The algorithm runs until CAR achieves
the highest possible number (ie, 1) or until the number of max_interactions is reached. We decided to run 1000 times
expecting the best value to be reached before this value.
In the 824 iterations of the algorithm, we obtain the following optimal weights
⃗′ =
w

[1, 0.4, 0.3, 0.47, 0.21, 0.32, 0.17, 0.19, 0.16, 0.18, 0.13, 0.1, 0.04, 0.04, 0.03],

(7)

⃗′
where the order of elements follow the order of the 15 characteristics in Table 1. That is, the first element of the vector w
corresponds to the weight of the number of pages, and the last element to the ToS page.
The conclusion of our analysis is that the Cosine distance approach is the best one to classify Booter websites based on
⃗ ′ and threshold of 0.95, the Cosine distance achieves
the 15 characteristics (Section 5). Using the optimal weights vector w
⃗ ′ to classify 10 K
a classification accuracy of 95.5%. In our most recent analysis, using the Cosine distance and the vector w
URLs resulted in only 7 false positive occurrences, while all the 164 online Booters were classified correctly. In this recent
experiment, our classification accuracy was almost 100%. More experiments must be done to determine the stability of
our approach. The source codes of the methods presented in this section, including the machine learning algorithm, are
publicly available at https://github.com/jjsantanna/Booter-black-List.
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RELATED WORK

Our work in Chromik et al12 was the first one to investigate methods for generating Booter blacklists. In that work, we
used a set of 9 website characteristics to classify suspect URLs based on a classification heuristic. Instead of improving the
proposed heuristic, we investigate which well-known classification approaches is the most suitable for Booter classification, which improved the accuracy of our classification approach from 85% to 95.5%. In addition, compared to Chromik
et al,12 we reduced the number of search terms used to gather suspect URLs, from a larger number of sources (search
engines, YouTube, and hackerforum.net).
There are many papers that address the generation of blacklists within other areas, such as intrusion detection, spam,
phishing, and child pornography. Most of them rely on data classification for improved accuracy. For this work (Section 6),
we surveyed several classification methods, highlighting those that could potentially be used for the Booters case, named,
Euclidean distance,25,30 Squared Euclidean distance,28 Manhattan distance,26 Fractional distance,25,29 Cosine distance,26
K-Nearest Neighbors,27,31,32 and Naive Bayes.19-21,31 From all the studied methods, Support Vector,33,34 Hamming distance,35
and Genetic Algorithm36 were not tested in our classification investigation. However, we consider these 3 methods as a
future work opportunity to improve our classification accuracy.
There are papers related to Booters that are not related to blacklist generation. Historically, first, there were 2 papers2,37
that described characteristics of TwBooter, which was a Booter that attracted a lot of attention from security specialists.
In these papers, the authors brilliantly analyze TwBooter leaked database containing information of the attack infrastructure, customers, and victims. They also introduced a methodology based on hiring Booter attacks to understand their
characteristics. Almost at the same period, we published a positioning paper38 describing how we believe the Booters'
phenomenon should be addressed over time. In that paper, we also introduced the idea of a Booter crawler and a manual
classification, which resulted in the paper described in the first paragraph of this section.12
In the same year, we scrutinized the characteristics of attacks provided by 14 different Booters.5 We also performed
a thorough analysis of 16 databases of Booters that were hacked and appeared publicly available at pastebin.org.4 Very
similar to these previous 2 papers are the works in Bukac et al39 and Karami et al40 and both combined the analysis of
attacks and database. While in the first, there is not much novelty; the latter presented an impressive payment intervention
conducted in collaboration with PayPal and the FBI, which compromised the financial operation of 23 Booters.
Another important work related to Booter is Douglas et al,41 in which the authors conclude that Booters are illegal
(differently from legitimate stress tester). Their main argument is that Booters attack infrastructure mostly consists of
compromised/misused machines (eg, botnets and amplifier services), which is also attested by previous works5,39,40 .
Differently from attacks and database analysis, the work in Hutchings and Clayton42 uses criminology theory to explore
how and why offenders begin providing booter services. In our positioning paper,9 we argue that by observing how Booters
perform attacks, we must be prepared for future attacks that could potentially “bring down the Internet.” (Un)fortunately,
our observation is coming true. Accordingly, in Akamai,10 the majority of mega attacks performed today (ie, more powerfull than 100 Gbps) have Booters as responsible, while a few years ago, Booters were only responsible for 10 Gbps attacks
and lower.
Finally, related to Booters investigation in general (and not related to blacklist generation), there are dozens of blog
posts written by Brian Krebs at http://krebsonsecurity.com. This journalist is undoubtedly one of the main investigators
about the Booters phenomenon. His investigation skills and his freedom to write privacy sensitive details makes his blog
posts unique and insightful.

8

CO N C LUSION S

The DDoS-for-hire phenomenon has been gaining in popularity, and attacks from Booters are becoming a daily threat.
However, the power of this phenomenon has been underestimated, and only a handful of academic work, led by 2 research
groups, has addressed this problem. In addition, despite these research efforts, previous work has mainly focused on a
few known Booters only, overlooking how large the whole phenomenon can be. To pave the way for more comprehensive
research on Booters and further mitigation of this threat, in this paper, we proposed a thorough methodology to identify
them. The methodology presented in this paper goes from crawling the Internet for suspect URLs to classifying these URLs
and finding as many Booters as possible. Our methodology is easily extensible (in terms of key words, characteristics, and
classification methods) given that the source code is publicly available at https://github.com/jjsantanna/Booter-black-List.
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An important note is that Booters are (so far) easy to find by general Internet users, via a Google search, for example,
and not hidden in the dark web. Therefore, our proposed methodology does not facilitate the discovery of Booters in the
Web. Our methodology does not disclose any privacy-related information as it works by using URLs and DNS information
only, which is all public. Another note is that although Booters can be in any language (eg, Russian and French), the great
majority of them are found to be in English (this follows the goal of Booter owners, ie, earn money by attracting more
customers in the public Web).
As future work, we would like to investigate other classification metrics such as hamming distance, logistic regression,
and support vector machines, which can potentially improve the classification accuracy.
With the work presented in this paper, we wish to encourage initiatives such as the one of SURFnet (Section 2). We wish
our methodology to support large-scale operations to mitigate Booters and their business. For example, that of Paypal on
breaking the payment link between Booters and their customers, causing the number of attacks from Booters to reduce40 ;
the operation resulting in the prosecution of Booter owners convicted of cyber crimes43 ; and the operation resulting in
the prosecution of Booters' customers.44
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